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IThe Importance of Sleep
Any general practitioner knows that one of

man's most important disabilities is insomnia,
in fact this may well be the most frequent symptom
which makes a patient consult a doctor. Much is
written about rest, but sleep, the most perfect
form of rest, receives less attention than it deserves.
Assuming that an individual sleeps for an

average period of 8 hours during every 24 hours
of his life, then one spends one-third of one's
allotted span on earth asleep. In childhood and
infancy this average period of 8 hours is exceeded;
in old age few remain asleep for more than 6
hours on end, but many of these elderly people
reach the average figure by adding short naps
during the day. This fact, that one spends
approximately one-third of one's life asleep,
brings into a true light the importance of sleep,
not only to the health of each individual but to
almost every human activity.
Some people can do with far less sleep than

others; these fortunate individuals, provided their
general health can stand the strain, have a great
advantage over those of their contemporaries who
need the conventional 8 hours or more. For
example, a man who only sleeps for 4 hours every
night, by the time he has reached 48 years of age

has gained no less than 8 years on his contem-
poraries. If this extra time has been wisely spent
he will have the experience and knowledge of a
man of 56 years at the age of 48. Many patients
come to their doctor and ask for a tonic. Provided
that the patient suffers from no physical disease,
the best tonic is regular, deep and adequate sleep.
A few questions to these patients frequently
elicits the fact that they have been sleeping badly
and that they do not need a stimulant. For such
patients a sedative or a hypnotic produces a more
satisfactory clinical improvement and the process
is more physiological. Sleep is nature's best tonic
and drugs to induce this are usually preferable to
a stimulant tonic.
During the war the value of sleep became very

obvious. Behind the front line in each corps area
the psychiatric service maintained an exhaustion
centre. Some of the patients sent to these centres
were ill, but the majority were tired and worn out.
A heavy dose of barbiturate, a good meal, a warm
bed and a long sleep were all that nearly three-
quarters of the patients admitted to such a centre
needed before they were able to return again to
the front line. In civilian life a similar problem
often exists and the same treatment works.
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